
SISC Emerges as Top Performing
School in TIMO 2023 Heat Round

Southville International School and Colleges

This prestigious recognition reflects not only the individual brilliance of our
participating students but also the collective excellence nurtured within the
academic environment of SISC.

Our students have showcased outstanding problem-solving skills,
mathematical acumen, and a commitment to academic excellence that sets
them apart in the international stage.

The TIMO Heat Round is renowned for its rigorous challenges that test the
mettle of young mathematicians globally. SISC students have not only risen
to the occasion but have excelled, bringing honor and acclaim to our school
as a result of their hard work, resilience and the guidance provided by our
dedicated faculty and most importantly, the support and motivation they
get from their parents.
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We are thrilled to announce a
momentous achievement for our
SISC community. In the recently
concluded Thailand International
Mathematical Olympiad (TIMO)
2023 Heat Round, our school has
emerged as the Top Performing
School Awardee, a testament to our
students’ exceptional mathematical
prowess and dedication.



International Online Collaboration
Spurs Environmental Dialogue

between Southville and NIS PhM
Shymkent in Kazakhstan

In a groundbreaking initiative of the K12 and IB Science Department for
sustainable development, an online collaboration was forged on November
22, 2023, bringing together students from Southville International School
and Colleges and Nazarbayev Intellectual School of Physics and
Mathematics in Shymkent  Kazakhstan to engage in a comprehensive
dialogue on environmental issues. The said event is anchored in Southville’s
flagship program in promoting environmental sustainability and care for the
creation in our community by bringing Harmony between Man and
Environment or HOME. The virtual event served as a platform for exchanging
ideas, sharing best practices, and fostering collaboration to address
pressing environmental challenges.

Our students from Science Technology Engineering and Mathematics
(STEM) Strand together with IB students headed by Minami Oikawa shared
the culture and tradition of the Philippines and discussed common
environmental problems that Philippines and Kazakhstan are experiencing.
These problems will be the center of discussion on the next meeting wherein
students will find innovative and sustainable solutions to address the issue.
The diverse range of perspectives allowed for a holistic exploration of the
challenges and opportunities in the pursuit of environmental sustainability.

The event serves as a testament to the shared commitment of the two
schools to build a more sustainable and resilient future for generations to
come. We give thanks to the following students for showing their
engagement in resolving global environment issues. Minami Oikawa (12-
Grit); Nathan Dichupa (12-Grit); Sydney Shane Escolar (11-Growth Mindset);
Hanks Montenegro (11-Competence); Lee Jisoo (IB-1); Moon Hyeonwoon (IB-1);
and Moon Juwon (IB-1)





Monarchs Moments

Munich Campus Crown and ID makingMunich Campus Crown and ID making



Gabriel Dino
4 Humility

Seo Jeong Park
IB 2

Hyunkyu Song
12 Grit (STEM)

Kent Togawa
6 Perseverance

Unlocking creativity in Munich!
Students channel their artistic flair
with crown and ID making—where

every masterpiece tells a unique
story. 👑✨
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High School DepartmentHigh School Department
At their inaugural

assembly, the Foreign

Student Circle engaged

with new peers,

exchanging initial

Southville experiences.

Connecting with mentors,

they forged meaningful

connections in a warm

meet-and-greet session.

International Baccalaureate International Baccalaureate 

IB students in action during Internal Assessment Week!  📚🔬
Unleashing creativity through experiments, making every discovery count.
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Announcement



Stars, Hearts and Laurels:
Alumni Achievers Spotlight:

Welcome to our "Alumni Achievers Spotlight" – a dedicated corner where
we celebrate the remarkable accomplishments of our former students.
Our alumni have gone on to achieve great success in various fields,
serving as a source of inspiration for current students and parents alike.
In this space, we will share their inspiring stories, achievements, and the
valuable lessons they've learned on their journey from our school to their
dreams. Join us in celebrating the excellence of our alumni and discover
the limitless possibilities that await our current students.



Health Advisory



Social-Emotional Learning 
(SEL) Corner
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